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Bluetooth 
1. Read the following sentences about Bluetooth and the origin of the name.

a. Not many people have given much thought to the inspiration behind the iconic Bluetooth name and 
logo.

b. Bluetooth is actually named after an ancient Viking king. King Harald was known for uniting the 
tribes of Denmark and converting the Danes to Christianity.

c. Scholars say Harald was nicknamed “Blåtand” because he had a dead tooth that looked blue and 
dark.

d. In December 1996, Intel's Jim Kardach suggested the name Bluetooth as a codename until the 
marketing group could come up with a formal technology name.

e.  ”When I was asked about the name Bluetooth, I explained that Bluetooth was borrowed from the 
10th century, second King of Denmark, King Harald Bluetooth, just as we intended to unite the PC and 
cellular industries with a short-range wireless link," Kardach said.

f. He added that he created a PowerPoint foil with a version of a runic stone.

g. The codename Bluetooth was first used for a while. When other names did not work out, Bluetooth 
remained.

The ubiquitous logo symbolizes "a bind rune merging the Younger Futhark runes (Hagall)  ᛒ) and 
(Bjarkan) (ᛒ), Harald’s initials," according to Bluetooth's website.
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There Harald held a cellphone in one 

hand and a notebook in the other hand.The names had been 

considered for some 

time.

Source: USA Today onthesamepageelt.wordpress.com 

2. Look for additional information for each sentence in the Bluetooth icon below. Rewrite the seven 
sentences above with the new information using non-defining relative clauses.

Example: 
a. Not many people 
have given much 
thought to the 
inspiration behind 
the iconic 
Bluetooth name 
and logo, which 
has become very 
popular.

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2021/02/19/fact-check-bluetooth-named-after-viking-king-harald/4505776001/
https://onthesamepageelt.wordpress.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


3. You are going to watch a video with more information about Bluetooth. Read the words below. 
Then listen and explain why they are mentioned in the video. 

Jelling - 

Jelling stones - 

bright colours - 

climate-controlled glass box - 

Thyra - 

Intel - 

Biz-RF, MC-Link and Low Power RF - 

Swedish - 

4. Using the information in the video, complete the sentences using both defining and non-defining 
relative clauses:

a. Jelling is the town…..

b. The Jelling Stones are rune stones….

c. The rune stones,…..

d. A climate-controlled glass box is the place…

e. The smaller rune stone was place in honor of Thyra, …..

f. Intel was the company…

g. Biz-RF, MC-Link and Low Power RF were the names…

h. A Swedish co-worker was the person…
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